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Introduction

The California Report Card (CRC) is a mobile optimized web application that
allows participants to advise the California state government on timely policy
issues. This tool was developed in collaboration with the Office of the Lieu-
tenant Governor of California.The CRC combines an online opinion poll, where
participants grade the state on a number of issues (Fig. 1a), and a free-form
textual ideation space where participants can suggest questions for future polls.

The ideation space is designed as a metaphorical café table, where partic-
pants discuss important state issues over a cup of coffee. We represent par-
ticipant’s suggestions as “mugs” on a coffee table, with your own mug placed
in the center (see Fig. 1b). The mugs are placed using Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) on the initial issues so mugs that are closer are ones who graded
the state similarly. This approach has been previously evaluated in a controlled
laboratory study [3].

The CRC applies the wisdom of the crowd to identify the most insightful
suggestions. Participants evaluate each suggestion on two axes: “How impor-
tant is this for the next report card?” and “How would you grade the state
of California on this issue today?” (Fig. 1c). We rank the suggestions by the
lower bound of the 95 % confidence interval of the mean importance grades.
Our prior results suggest that this reputation model is particularly effective at
ranking free-form textual suggestion [1], and similar models have been applied
in other domains [8, 5].
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Figure 1: Examples of the user interface

As of March 10th 2014, a total of 6,782 participants visited the CRC and
submitted 22,281 grades. We have also collected 333 textual suggestions. In our
analysis of the collected data, we address the following research questions:

1. A detailed analysis of how participants interact with the system.

(a) Statistically significant participation differences between mobile de-
vices and desktops.

(b) Statistically significant participation differences between urban and
rural participants.

(c) Statistically significant differences in data entry and skipping.

2. As this is not a randomized survey, we provide an analysis of some of the
biases introduced.

(a) We test for population/selection bias by running a randomized ref-
erence survey asking the same questions as our application.

(b) We hypothesis test social influence biases, such as whether partci-
pants were more likely to change their grades upon seeing the popu-
lation median.

Related Work

Introducing mobile devices to political participation has been well studied:
Rheingold [6] explores this topic and Hermanns [4] suggests mobile phones are
impactful, but understudied area in ICT for political participation-research.
Furthermore, mobile support for public participation has been explored in city
planning acties, mainly as mobile platforms are location and context-aware [2, 7].
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This work explores the concept of mobile devices for policy further: we explore
both issue-representativeness of our sample and the differences between mobile
and desktop users in the system.Similarly, exploring the biases in social media
has recently received much attention [5]. The authors conducted a randomized
experiment with Reddit.com to identify the effects of “social influence”, whether
seeing a higher score on a comment prompts future users to leave higher grades.

Data and methods

We analyze the data entered by the participants, and the application was in-
strumented to collect all participant interactions (eg. button clicks, premature
exits, etc.). We determine the location of the participant using the entered zip
code, and we additionally cross-reference these zip codes with US census records
to group them into regions and urban vs. rural. We determined the device (mo-
bile vs. desktop) by using the user agent entry in our webserver logs. We test
our findings with significance tests, such as F-test, t-test, and chi-squared tests
of correlation.

Findings

Based on our preliminary data, here are our findings:

1. Mobile devices and desktops
Between mobile devices and desktops there was not a significant difference
suggestion length in characters (x̄m = 111.3, x̄d = 112.5), however the
difference in variances was significant (SDm = 102.8, SDd = 87.1, p <
0.01). Also with issue grading per user difference was not high (x̄m =
5.9, x̄d = 6.2), however the difference in variances was significant (SDm =
13.1, SDd = 15.2, p < 0.01).

2. Urban vs. rural
On average rural participants evaluated more issues (x̄u = 6.8, x̄r = 9.9),
however this difference is yet not statistically significant (p = 0.14).

3. Self-selection bias
CRC allows participants to skip questions and dialogs. We found evidence
of self-selection in the system; that is the submission of data is correlated
with the values given. Participants who chose to submit emails addresses
after participation had statistically significantly higher grades for the state
on two out of six issues (p = 0.048, p = 0.014).

4. Biasing effect of median grades
We tracked participants who changed their grades, and observed moderate
tendency for the participant to move their grade towards the revealed
population median. For all issues, the null hypothesis was very unlikely
(p < 10−5). We also tested to see if this was an artifact of the mobile
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Figure 2: Topics raised by the participants

interface, and evaluated alternative models to see if they could explain
the correlations.

5. Reference survey We have an in-progress randomized survey to evaluate
how representative our sample is. We plan on applying a correction to
align the means and variances of the two surveys to best explain towards
which sub-populations we are biased.

Policy Outcomes and Future Work

Figure 2 shows popular topics suggested by participants and the ratings that
they received. We work closely with the California state government to com-
municate these suggestions and trends. As this project is still underway, the
analysis of the data and further policy outcomes are still expected to emerge. We
plan on introducing a Version 2.0 later this year, which builds on the collected
suggestions from Version 1.0.
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